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German Power Grid Operator Installs World’s Largest FR3 Fluid Filled 
Substation Transformer 

 

TransnetBW, a transmission network operator in the 
German state of Baden-Württemberg, recently installed a 
420 kV power transformer in one of its substations in 
southwest Germany that is cooled and insulated with 
Envirotemp™ FR3™ Natural Ester Fluid. The substation 
transformer, which has a power rating of 300 MVA with 
an overload condition of up to 400 MVA, is the first in this 
high voltage category to be filled with a renewable, 
vegetable-oil-based, natural ester fluid.  

“This is particularly important that the bio-oil 
transformer not only sets standards in terms of technical 
progress and performance, but also for the protection of 
humans and the environment,” said Rainer Joswig, CEO 
of TransnetBW.  “The new transformer is an essential 
building block for a sustainable infrastructure, which 
ensures the supply of the region for a long time.” 

TransnetBW operates and maintains some 3,300 
kilometers of high-voltage transmission lines and more than 80 transformers that connect them with regional distribution 
networks. Its customers and partners consist of several hundred electricity traders and power plant and distribution 
system operators.  

Joswig also noted that, in addition to the environmental benefits, FR3 fluid provides other advantages over mineral oil. 

 

Beyond environmental benefits: Cost savings and increased fire safety  
Unlike mineral oil, FR3 fluid also allows high operating temperatures and has twice the flash and fire point which 

greatly reduces the risk of fires.  This capability eliminates the need for fire walls and reduces clearances to buildings.  
Furthermore, because FR3 fluid is classified as a less flammable fluid by UL and FM Global, the need for deluge and fire 
mitigation systems are also eliminated.  And since it has been rated as ultimately biodegradable, the need to build 
containment barriers or establish collection contingencies in case of spills is minimized. The improved fire safety and 
environmental benefits help save substantially on installation and ongoing maintenance costs. 

TransnetBW has been investigating the viability of natural ester fluid for use in high voltage transformers for several 
years.  Working in concert with the transformer manufacturer, TransnetBW has tested FR3 fluid for everything from 
oxidation stability and compatibility with other transformer component materials; to low-temperature performance; to flash 
and fire points. In April 2013, they conducted additional in-factory, performance tests on the actual transformer prior to 
installation. After demonstrating its performance in a factory setting, the transformer was installed in a substation and 
commissioned in early 2014.  

 
Looking ahead: Continued development for FR3 fluid-filled, high-voltage transformers 

TransnetBW will continue to monitor performance of the FR3-filled transformer in the coming years.  The information 
that will be collected in Bruchsal will help further the understanding of natural ester fluids performance. Prior to this, the 
viability and high-performance of FR3 fluid as a transformer coolant and insulating fluid for lower voltage transformers had 
been well documented through numerous installations. This first-of-a-kind use in the high-voltage category marks a 
significant milestone for the use of natural ester fluids in transformers. 
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